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1 ABSTRACT

•

Ultrasonic meters are, by nature, gross volumetric meters and have generally only been
applied to wet gas (post separator) metering systems. For mass flow applications PTZ
density is derived from the gas composition but this has a number of disadvantages for fiscal,
high accuracy applications including a requirement to provide a chromatograph or sampling
facilities with a high maintenance and logistic overhead and a not insignificant impact on the
uncertainty budget. Currently separators are required to remove free liquids from the process
stream prior to metering with this type of meter which has a large impact on project costs,
often making small developments commercially non-viable.

Seeing the potential for developing the ultrasonic meter further ARCO British Ltd (ABL)
embarked on two trials, using existing systems, to determine the feasibility of developing a
mass flow/multi-phase meter. These are:

1. The density trial utilises two multi-path USM's and an on-line gas chromatograph
measuring gas production from differing fields. Initial data analysis indicates that the
calculation of density is possible and work has commenced on developing a portable
equation for this calculation.

2. A trial USM has been installed upstream of a production separator and the data from
this meter is compared with existing gas and liquids meters installed post-separator.
Performance data from the USM has indicated that the meter will function in this
environment although this is yet to be qualified.

The initial indications from both trials are good and work continues on refining models to
describe the meter behaviour.

• The use of ultrasonic flow meters is relatively new in the area of fiscal metering [1) and users
are currently gaining confidence in their performance. Anomalies in the calibration results had
been identified on meters operated by other companies following periods in service when a
shift of the whole calibration curve was noted. This has not been the case with the stainless
steel bodied meters used by ABL resulting in the acceptance of this type of meter alongside
orifice plate metering systems on two developments this year.

2 INTRODUCTION

UltrasoniC metering technology is moving at a tremendous pace with the use of multi-path
meters for the measurement of natural gas starting to gain acceptance throughout the
industry. However, being a gross volumetric meter, density has to be derived from another
source in order to obtain a mass quantity for allocation purposes. A densitometer can provide
a density value direct or it can be calculated from the gas composition using PTZ algorithms.
The only problem with the latter is it requires either an on-line chromatograph to be installed or
regular samples to be taken. Both of these options have a significant impact on the system
uncertainties and can present substantial maintenance and logistiCS problems. One answer to
this is to use the velocity of sound (VOS) measurement from the ultrasonic meter.
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Another problem facing operators is the development of marginal fields and the impact of
installing separators and metering systems on minimum facility platforms. If a multi-phase
USM can be developed allowing separators to be removed from the platform design it will
save significant project and operational costs (potentially £1M - £2M on a field) for small field
developments.

•
One answer to these problems, or rather challenges, would be to develop a meter that can
derive its own density measurement and also cope with free liquids passing through it without
loss of measurement capability. The title of this paper poses a question that not too many
years ago would probably have elicited an affirmative reply. However, the results of work
carried out by ABL and Instromet, amongst others, indicates that this might no longer be the
case. This paper describes the ongoing investigations into current meter performance,
density derivation from the VOS measurement and ability of a USM to cope with gas
containing free liquids.

3 IN SERVICE ULTRASONIC FLOWMETERS• AN UPDATE

Following the acceptance by the DTI of Ultrasonic meters (hereafter referred to as USMs) as
part of the allocation metering for the Trent and Tyne fields [2J the meters were installed,
commissioned and introduced into service in the autumn of 1996. A spare 12" 900# a.Sonic-
5 (manufactured in duplex stainless steel) was obtained to allow the installed meters to be
removed for calibration at the end of one year's service. Due to operational requirements it is
impossible to remove, re-certify and return a meter to its installed position during the routine
annual platform shutdown. After two years service, therefore, one meter has been certified
three times and the other two twice. Long term stability and reliability are seen as advantages
in this type of meter. This should lead to extended calibration periods, thereby reducing the
maintenance budget on the system. ABL are keen to prove this hypothesis.

For various reasons, other operators have experienced shifts in the calibration curves
following periods of service and also noted differences in meter response at different test
centres. A concentrated effort was therefore made by the Metering and Allocation Group at
ABL to ensure that, wherever possible, the meters would be tested at only one test centre, to
remove any test centre effect. Any differences observed between calibration curves WOUld,in
the main, be attributable to meter response. Knowing that some carbon steel bodied meters
exhibit a shift, both ABL and Instromet were keen to see the results for the three duplex
stainless steel units and the trial carbon steel meter in order to determine whether the duplex
stainless bodied meters would suffer in a similar manner. An opportunity arose that allowed
one 12" SIS meter to be calibrated at 3 test centres whilst it was out of service.

3.1 AnnualRe-certlfication

The two original 12" Q Sonic 5 SIS meters were initially tested at Gas Unie, Westerbork on
29th November 1995 prior to being installed on the Trent platform. Both meters were removed
after approximately one year in service. Meter SINo 2034 was re-installed in 1997 and
removed for its third check calibration in 199B. The two figures overleaf show the individual
calibration curves superimposed on each other. Figure 1 is for meter SINo 2034 and Figure 2
for meter SINo 2035.

It is readily apparent that, in both cases, there is very little difference between the curves apart
from the low flow region. A calibration factor of 1.0 had been entered into both meters at the
original calibrations and these have not been adjusted at any of the subsequent calibrations.
It is therefore concluded that there are no signiijcant shifts between calibrations undertaken at
the same test centres.
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Figure 1 ~ Meter SIND 2034calibraUon results
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Figure 2 - Meter SINo 2035 calibrcation results

Meter SINo,2.091 is a meter that was obtained in 1997. It was calibrated at PIGSAR, porsten
and re-calibratedat Westerbork. Tile resul,ts of thecaHbration are shown in Fii.gure 3,.
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Figure 3,- Meter SINo .2091 calibration results

The difference in response was not considered to be significant and the meter factor has not
been changed.. It should be noted that this meter suffered a losttransdllcer which was
replaced prior to the test. The reason for the loss has not been determined as the tip could
not be found. This is the first incident of this type experienced by Instromet.However,
previous testing on this type of meter [2] [3] has shown that the toss of and/or change of a
transducer has minimal effect on the meter performance,

Interestingly, when the carbon steel bodied meter was re-eaubratea following: the first trial a
shift was noted [2].

3_2 Multi Centre Tests

Following the annual re-certification of meter SINo. 2035 at Westerbork the opportunity arose
for the meter to be tested at PIGSAR in Germany and also at BG Technology's facility at
Bishop Auckland in the UK. All of the tests were carried out during the period the meter was
retained as a spare unit. No work, e.g. cleaning, was earned out on the meter between tests
except to prove functionality prior to testing. An Instromet engineer was present at all tests.
The results of the three catlbrsttnns can be seen in Figure 4.

Whenever posstbre flow rate calibration paints were repeated at all tests and the pressure
held at a similar value. Whilst this information is not new it is noteworthy that a difference
does exist between the test centres i.e. test centre effect. Owing to limited time andl space
the reasons behind this wiH not be explored in this paper. However. it is ABL's advice to
others to include an element for test centre uncertainty within the USM uncertainty budget
rather than relying on a value for repeatability and stability alone as this could be exceeded
if a different centre is used.
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3.3 UpdateConclusion

The pertorrnance of the meters on Trent and Tyne has been excellent and, asa result of this,
an application has been submitted to the DTI for relaxation of the calibration perted, We
hope they win look favourably on this application.

The results have also satisfied the various interested parties involved in the Bure West,
Deben and Waveney developmenlsenabling ABL to instaU a 6~Q.Son!c-3path SIS meter
for each of the allocation metering points. All of these systems have a total uncertainty
budget of ±1 %, and were scheduled to' come onstream in October 1i99B.

4 DENSITY

In his paper at last year"s NORFLOW 'conference, Cousins [4] advocated the use of the
velocity of sound in calculating density as a check against a densitometer or ,chromatograph.
If the former is-a vibrating element. type and ilis linstalled on a wet gassy-stem, commonly
found both onshore and offshore. it is unlikefy tllat it will work. for long. On the other hand.
chmmatographs will wor:k on wet gas systems provided we take and handle the sample
correcUy [5], but this imposes a relaltively hig,h maintenanoe requirement, Sak.aFiassen [6]. in
his paper delivered to the workshop in 1995, described a method of cal'culating the vel.oc~ty
of sound based on a relationship, between pressure, temperature and finally denSity
measured bya densitometer, It is interesting that he also .hints at finding the Irels,tionship to
calculate densay from vas for a known g!8S. We. lik,e manyothers, want to go the whole
way and use the velocity of sound from the USM to calculate the d.ensity so that we do not
need to install densitometers or chromatographs.

There are a number of studies in progress at the present time Ulst are investig!atingl this very
topic. Some of them are based at research and development centres and others, like, ABL,
are I~ooking at real wand data in association with the meter manutacturers. The first of two
trials described in this paper iis aimed at developing a suitable algorithm to calculate density
from the veloci,ty of sound. The ulUmate target is to. have an equation that is tl['ul:y portable
and can be applied to any system without prior knowledge of the 'gas cornposinon. However.
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The metering 'systems installed on the Trent ,pla.tform (43124) to meter gas from tne Trent and
Tyne fi.elds, as part of EAGLES:, have all the ,etluipmeflt rrequiredto pr;cMde the data
neoessaryto determine whether density ean be derived ffom the velocity o.f sound (VOS)
measurement. As can be seen in lFigure 5 gross volumetric flow rate is determined by an,
Instromel a.Sonic ....s USM which interfaces with a Daniel's Europe (Spectra-Tek) S5'O'OfI.ow
computer .. IPressure and temperature signalsfmm transmitters mounted dose to the meter
arealso routed to the flow computer. Gas samples are drawn from the flowline, conditioned
and analysed by a Daniells Turbo Oana'lyser Chromatograph on an a'itemating streiiilm basis.
The ,resulting analyses are downloaded to the flow oomputers via a metering, database/data
aoquisition computer, The flow computer uses, the' pressure, temperature and compositional
information to determine compressibIlity and density in accordance with the AGA8:11994
algorithms. A sate'llite link provides a means ,of communicating with the onshore 'export
tracking and allocation reporting station. The diagnosti.c software. provided by the meter
manufacturers allows data Irelating to th.e performance of the meter to be recovered from the'
meter eleotllonics module.

•

at present, we know that there are a number of components which have a.significant impact
on the VOS. Nitrogen and carbon dioxide (C02) have a 'considerable affect on the generated
velocity of sound. Currently, knowledge of the gas composition is required to allow an
accurate ca'l.culation of density and is Ukety to remain that way for thefol1e:seeable future.

•
The aim of the trial is to derive an algorithm that will allow the density of the gas passing
through the meter to be calculated from the vas with the result having an unoertainty of less
than or equal to ±D.6%, l.e, comparable to PTZ density using a gas chromatograph. The target
tnstremet and ABL hope to achieve is ±O.3% whiel1 is comparable with the uncertainty of a
densitometer.

4.1 Installation

A data collection module was coded into the software of the Data Acquisition Computer. This
collects information related to the USM, flow conditions and the composition from the
chromatograph. A snapshot of aU data IS collected on a frequent time basis and stored in a file •

TRENT TYNE

US .. DENSITY TRI"'L.: 'lIiOEIIIJ' .. T'o'NE
SYSTEM 'SCMS_T1C

,AIICO_ -

Figure 5 - Schematic of density trial

Every parameter required to carry out a studY on the relationship between vas and density is
therefbre readily available.
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• on the data acquisition computer. The data files are recovered and the information within them
tested for validity. For example, jf the chromatograph fails the system reverts to a default
analysis. Whilst this is acceptable from a metering perspective it invalidates the trial data as
the composition of the gas used by the flow computer and recorded as part of the trial is not
exactly the same as that flowing through the meter.

5 WET GAS TRIAL

The second of the two trials that ABL is currently conducting is located on the Thames AP
(49/28AP) production platform. It utilises the 12" Q Sonic carbon steel meter used for the
original trial conducted on this platform in 1995 [2].

In brief, the USM has been installed upstream of the production separator used for the
Thames field (one of four systems on the platform) and the results compared with the
quantities measured, post separation, of gas, condensate and water. This type of meter
would normally be installed downstream of the separator.

The objectives of the trial are listed as four questions:

1. Does it work?
2. If so, how well does it work?
3. Can the liquid content of the combined stream be measured by the USM alone?
4. Can the water/condensate split be predicted using information from the meter?

It is obvious that some tough questions are being posed in this trial and that the answers may
not be found quickly. Whilst the trial started almost two years ago, various problems have
been encountered that have interrupted and delayed progress. These are described in a later
section.

One other question that requires consideration is 'what is wet or multiphase gas'? A difficult
one to answer. Is the product just saturated? Does it have free liquid, in which case it is two
phase or multiphase? Stobie [7], in a recent paper, shared his thoughts on this very subject.
For the purposes of this paper a simplistic view has been taken. The fluid produced from a
well is a multiphase fluid with a high gas fraction, containing free hydrocarbon condensate and
water and is metered before any form of separation takes place. The system on which the
trial meter is installed is a typical Southern North Sea natural gas that produces 0.01
bbls/mmscf condensate and 0.04 bbls/mmscf water. This equates to approximately 1.5%
liquids in the gas stream. Typical process conditions are 20 to 40 bar g, 8 to 30°C and flow up
to 30 mmscf/d.

5.1 Wet GasMeterInstallation

Production from 6 wells that form the Thames field is routed to a dedicated production
separator where free liquids are 'knocked out' of the gaseous stream. The resultant wet [8]
gas is then routed to the allocation metering station. This system has 2 x 100% 10m meter
tubes each fitted with Daniel's Senior orifice fittings. The standard configuration of 2
differential pressure (dP), pressure and temperature transmitters connected to a dedicated
Daniel's S500 flow computer is used on each stream for flow totalisation. The gas
composition is derived by chromatographic analysis allowing PTZ density to be calculated
within the flow computer. Figure 6 shows a Simplified arrangement for clarity. The system
has a ±1% uncertainty budget. The separator has sufficient dwell time to allow the liquids to
separate into condensate and water fractions. Each is metered using Micro Motion 0 type
coriolis meters and the flow is dependent on the liquid level within the vessel.

•
The Instromet 12" Q Sonic 5 path meter has been installed directly upstream of the Thames
separator together with pressure and temperature transmitters. The system configuration is
the same as used on Trent and Tyne with a pulse signal proportional to gross volumetric flow,



routed from the USM to a S500 flow computer, together with pressure and temperature
signals. •

The composition used in the trial USM flow computer is from the chromatograph sampling
post separator gas and is not truly representative of the product flowing through the meter
(this will be discussed in more detail later).

Initially, data could only be collected via the PCS (Process Control System) as the database
installed on the allocation metering system could not accommodate data from the trial USM.
Latterly, however, the situation has been improved allowing data to be retrieved through two
systems. The data connections in Figure 5 (dashed lines) indicate the current position. A
software module has been coded into the new metering database allowing all of the data
required to be captured in one file. This has only recently been introduced following a major
software upgrade. The data includes cumulative flow totals for all fluids, process conditions
and separator level indications. The metering database module also records the downloaded
composition and USM diagnostic information.

The PCS data is captured via a reporting PC located in the ABL Great Yarmouth Control
Room and automatically uploaded to a network server. The data from the metering database
is stored locally on the DAC offshore. The files are manually retrieved via the onshore server
of a dedicated metering network.
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Figure 6 - Schematic of wet gas trial

5.2 DataCollection
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• 6 PROBLEMS, OH PROBLEMS

6.1 Wet GasTrial

The wet gas trial has been fraught with problems and can be held up as an example to others
of the things that can and do go wrong in any trial or experiment, particularly one on a live,
operational system. Murphy's Law certainly applies.

Installing the Meter

The installation of the meter required an angled spool to be fabricated to allow the USM to be
inserted in the line. Arrangements were made to cease production for a day, isolate and
purge the system and remove a spool so that the new spool and meter could be installed. All
went well until the new spool was offered up to the separator. Unfortunately the flange angle
of the spool did not match the separator. This necessitated putting the system back as it was
incurring considerable cost and delaying meter installation another 6 months.

PCS Data Gathering

• Whilst the PCS can in no way be considered to be an intelligent machine, i.e. one that is
capable of modifying its own behaviour [9], one began to wonder about the data file that was
generated for the trial. It would, all by itself(!):

• stop producing data files after the 13th ofthe month (sometimes)
• randomly change the file name format from VYMMDD.usm to VYOOMM.usm
• transposed the density and pressure data

Even though the engineers responsible 'dealt' with this problem it did recur a few times. This
caused numerous problems when data processing was taking place and also lost quite a bit of
good data.

Data Gathering Via Metering Database

A system upgrade to replace the original metering database that was planned for the end of
1997 had to be deferred for several months due to operational difficulties. The improved data
collection module could not be implemented when originally desired.

• Coriolis Metering Problems

The liquids metering system suffered from several equipment malfunctions. The original level
control system (now replaced) would occasionally malfunction causing the condensate level to
be lost and consequently the liquids data to be corrupted for the day. The condensate meter
exhibited intermittent flow anomalies and finally failed to give any sensible reading, again
giving erroneous data.

General Operations

The requirement whether or not to produce gas is not under our direct control. ABL are duty
bound contractually to produce gas when nominated. This has led to some periods of
inactivity .

Money

•
More precisely the lack of it. In order to remove the meter for calibration the production
system needed to be isolated, vented, and nitrogen purged for removal and installation. This
would have cost £60,000 for the nitrogen purges alone. Unfortunately, no other work was
scheduled for the system this year so the meter calibration was postponed.



6.2 Density Trial

In contrast to the wet gas trial the density trial has suffered relatively few problems and these
can be classified as follows: •
General Operations

Routine maintenance and the occasional failure of the chromatograph have led to the loss of a
small amount of data. As the platform is a normally unattended installation routine work can
be delayed by, for example, bad weather which has resulted in helium carrier gas running out
on the chromatograph and the metering database reverting to a default analysis.

Data Validation

It is important that the data used in generating a mathematical model of a system is
representative of the process. The inclusion of inappropriate data will result in a poor model
being produced. With the large quantity of data that is being collected for this trial, difficulties
have arisen in sorting through the data sets for each field and removing invalid data, e.g.
default analyses and data from malfunctioning instruments.

7 RESULTS

7.1 Density Trial

A large quantity of data has been gathered over a two year period from both the Tyne and
Trent metering systems. Following validation checks to ensure that aUof the data is suitable
for analysis work has commenced on the development of a mathematical model. It is vital that
the data does not contain any fixed parameters, e.g. pressure, temperature or composition, as
these will have an adverse affect on the model.

The results of an analysis on a small data set for each field (500 records for Tyne and 250 for
Trent) suggested that density could be calculated to a reasonable degree of accuracy from
VOS, pressure and temperature for the Tyne field. However, Trent poses a somewhat greater
challenge. The density calculated from the vas using a polynomial equation was compared
with the density calculated using the AGA8:1994 equations of state in the flow computer with
the resultant relative errors plotted in Figures 7 and 8. It can be seen that for Tyne the spread
of error is approximately ±0.4% but for Trent it is far greater, by a factor of 10. Data collection
continues with a database of 4300 records for Trent and 6400 for Tyne available to both
Instromet and ABL for data analysis and model generation.
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Figure 7 - Tyne density relative error - early data set
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Whilst most of ABL's work has concentrated on data validation an investigation was carried
out to determine whether the nature of the relationship between VOS and density could be
modelled by a simpler, linear equation. The classical equation for the calculation of vas,
Equation (1), has been utilised for this purpose. This equation is for ideal conditions and it is
known that when the ratio of specific heats is used the results do not equate to those found in
the non-ideal trial. The equation was transposed and a k factor substituted for cp/cv, Equation
(2).

•
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Figure 8 - Trent density relative error - early data set

c=Jr pP

where c = VQS,
Y= low pressure ratio of specific heats (cp/cv), and
P = pressure.

•
where k = composite factor.

As pressure has a greater effect than temperature on the ratio of specific heats the k factor
was plotted against pressure and the linear approximation derived. This has been
incorporated into Equation (2) and the relative error calculated for the two data sets. From the
error plots for both fields, Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that the correction improves the
results but it is still not correct thereby reinforcing the view that a polynomial function should
be used as a basis for the model in preference to a linear function. The impact of pressure
and temperature is evident when they are plotted alongside the density error, as illustrated in
Figures 11 and 12.

Preparations are under way to extend the trial and collect data from the Sure West and Deben
developments installed this year.

•
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Figure 10 - Density error - Trent field
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7..2 Wet Gas Trial

The original concept. for evaluating the data from this trial was to use the Gross Vo!lume
measurement from the USM and compare it With the oriflce plate metering system results.
As this is the primary variable from the USM no corrections would be required to this value.
However, owing to the quantity and quality of data that is available the initial comparison
between the two metering systems has been based on th.emetered masses only. This has,
at least, given an indication that the meter does work under the installed conditions and
answers the first of the four objectives cited in Section 5. Figure 13 lllustrates the prouuctton
and also the relative error. The relative error when referred to the orifice meter is
approximately +10%.

Daily Metered Mass 'Comparison (March 98 - July 98)'
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Figure 13 - Metered flow errors

There are a number of paints which should be noted, however:

• this does not take account of the metered condensate and wafer Quantities
• the composition used in the USM is that of the orifice metering station
• the pressure and temperature of the two systems are stightly different

Expanding on the point, it is recognised that for a more realistic comparison the composition
used by the USM should be one based on a combined gas and liquid analysis if a,
representative density is to be used in the mass calculation.

The question of how well it performs has, in part, been answered by the comments above.
Taking this further. an offline review of the application of a flow factor to the USM results
indicates that t,he meter could be factor.ed to give a reduced error of 1.65% (average),.
F'igure 14, making this type of meter of possible use for secondary or lertiaryallocation
apphcatiorts. If this was the case then there would not be a requirement for dedicated
separators providing a suitable meter were installed post-separator to provide a reference
point for the factorisation.
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As to the last two questions, i.e. Iliquid oontent and fractions, no conclusions can, as yet, be
made but performance data from the USM is being' colleotedfor analysis by lnstromet.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The initial results from the t,rial15are encouraging and work connnues in both areas within ABL
and Instromet. Unlike many research and development projects, these trialls are being
conducted in real world situations with rea!1 time data being collected for analysis_ If
compared to pure research projects conducted under controlled conditions any devetoprnents
may appear slow by context It should be remembered, however, that once developed
equipment has oH,en to be rug.gedised to withstand the harsh environment in whichl [tis to be
lnstajled .. Naturally. this process takes tlme, ABL and tnstromet have effectively combined
both phases by adopting this type of trial ...

'. A mathematical model is currently under development to calculate denSity from the V'OSfor
fil known gas composition that will also account forthe 'effects of pressure and temperature.
It will' not be long beforealgoritf:lms similar to those available in software packages such as
the ones produced by SonicWare and NEL are applied to USMs in the fie:ld. The wet gas
meier functiions in its installed environment. Considerable work is required to determine how
well it wor·ks 81ndwhether the, uncertainty of th15.measurement is acceptable for use iiinsub-
allocaUon metering systems.

With the advances in metering and signal IPliOcessing technology the devel.opment 'of an
Uj:trasonic mass flowmeter should be considered a d,istinct possibility. Neverthelless, it is too
early to tell whether a wet 9'a5 meter will be developed that is acceptable to the industry at
large for fiscal use. As more data becomes available tne remaining questions relating to
meter performance and liquid fraction derivation can be tackled. Who knows, in a year or
two the application of USMs to mlsarea of mea.surement may be far more than just a
pipedream.

15
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